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FS6000 Electronic Dartboard
Playing Instructions
Item #3648

CAUTION – ELECTRICALLY
OPERATED PRODUCT
NOT RECOMMENDED FOR CHILDREN UNDER 6 YEARS OF AGE. AS WITH
ALL ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, PRECAUTIONS SHOULD BE OBSERVED DURING
HANDLING AND USE TO PREVENT ELECTRIC SHOCK.
INPUT: AC 120 VOLTS/60HZ

OUTPUT: DC 9 VOLTS

7in

WARNING:
Darts is an adult sport.
It is dangerous for children
to play without supervision.

Made In China
Franklin Sports Inc.
Stoughton, MA. 02072
www.franklinsports.com
For replacement parts call:
1-781-341-5178 or 1-800-225-8649
OR visit www.franklinsports.com

Unpacking:
Unpack your new dartboard carefully, making sure all parts are included. The following
components are included in this set:
t&MFDUSPOJD%BSUCPBSE
t%BSUT VOBTTFNCMFE
t3FQMBDFNFOU5JQT
t1PXFS"EBQUFS
t0XOFST.BOVBM




Cricket Scoring Display:
This dartboard utilizes a dedicated cricket scoreboard within the scoring display that keeps
track of each player’s segment status when playing Cricket. When Cricket is selected, individual
characters will be utilized to register marks. There are 3 separate lights within each number (15
through 20 and bulls eye). During play, one of the status lights will turn on (black will appear)
as a segment is hit. If a double or triple of an active number is hit, 2 or 3 lights will turn on
respectively. (Picture for reference only!)

Set Up/Mounting Instructions:
Choose a location to hang the dartboard where there is about 10 feet (3.05m) of open space
in front of the board. The “toe-line” should be 7ft 9 1/4in (2.41m) from the face of the dartboard.
Locate a wall stud and place a mark 76.75in (195cm) from the floor. Insert a screw in the
center of the wall stud at this height and hand the dartboard on this screw
If not mounting into studs, be sure to use drywall anchors or other securing hardware
appropriate to the wall you are using.
If you want to mount the dartboard even more securely to the wall, you can fasten four
screws (not included) through the holes located in the catch ring area (the area outside the
scoring segments). This will secure the board to the wall.
Center of bullseye should be 5ft 8in (1.8m) from the ground.
Plug the A/C adapter into the wall outlet and into the jack at the bottom right of the
dartboard and you’re ready to play. INPUT- AC 120 VOLTS / 60 HZ OUTPUT: DC 9 VOLTS
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Wall Stud
Dartboard
Top Screw
76.75 in
(195 cm)

X

5 ft 8 in (1.8 m) from
Floor to Center of Bullseye

Toe Line

Floor

7 ft 9 1/4 in
(2.41m)

Dartboard Functions:
POWER button - Located on the lower right corner of the dartboard (when doors are open). Be
sure the AC Adapter is plugged into the jack on the right side of the dartboard. Press the
108&3CVUUPOUPUVSOHBNFPOPSPò
GAME GUARD button – Press to activate Game Guard Feature (see page 7 for instructions)
SOUND button – Press continually to set desired volume level or mute.
DOUBLE/MISS button5IJTCVUUPOJTVTFEUPBDUJWBUFUIF%PVCMF*O%PVCMF0VUBOE.BTUFS
Out options for the “01” games. This function is only active when selecting 301, 401, etc. games.
5IF.*44GFBUVSFJTBDUJWFEVSJOHQMBZPGBOZHBNF1SFTTCVUUPOUPSFHJTUFSBiNJTTFEwEBSU
Player can press when dart lands outside target area so computer registers a thrown dart.
DART-OUT/SCORE button - The dart-out feature is active only during the “01” games (301, 401,
FUD 8IFOBQMBZFSTTDPSFGBMMTCFMPX IFTIFDBOQSFTTUIF%"35065CVUUPOUPHFUB
suggestion from the dartboard as to the 3 darts needed to finish the game. Note: doubles and
USJQMFTBSFJOEJDBUFEXJUIBOEEBTIFTUPUIFMFGUPGUIFOVNCFSSFTQFDUJWFMZ5IF4$03&
feature allows player to access score not current on display.
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BOUNCE OUT button - Decide before play if you want to count darts that do not remain in
CPBSE iCPVODFPVUTw PSOPU*GOPU TJNQMZQSFTTUIF#06/$&065CVUUPOJNNFEJBUFMZBGUFSB
bounce out occurs to deduct the score that registers.
Digital Play button – Press to activate Digital Play feature where you can play against the
DPNQVUFS1SFTTDPOUJOVBMMZUPDZDMFUISPVHIUIFEJòFSFOUTLJMMMFWFMT4FFQBHFGPSEFUBJMFE
instructions.
PLAYER/PAGE button - This button is used at the start of each game to select the number of
players you want to play the game. In addition, this button allows players to see other player
scores of not on active display. This dartboard keeps track of scores for up to 8 players.
GAME button - Press to page through the on-screen game menu and select game.
SELECT button1SFTTUPTFMFDUWBSJPVTEJóDVMUZTFUUJOHTGPSHBNFT.BOZHBNFTDPOUBJO
several difficulty options that can be accessed by pressing this button.
START/HOLD button - This multi-function button is used to:
tSTART the game when all options have been selected.
tHOLD to put dartboard in HOLD status between rounds to allow player to
remove darts from the target area.
RESET button – Press to clear display and reset dartboard to opening sound.

Electronic Dartboard Operation:
Press the POWER switch to activate dartboard. A short musical introduction is played as the
display goes through power-up test.
Press GAMECVUUPOVOUJMEFTJSFEHBNFJTEJTQMBZFE TFF(BNF.FOVPO
page 23).
Press DOUBLE button (optional) to select starting and/or ending on doubles or

.BTUFS0VU VTFEPOMZJOHBNFT 5IJTJTFYQMBJOFEJOUIFHBNFSVMFT
section.
Press PLAYER button to select the number of players (1, 2, ... 8). The
default setting is 2 players.
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Press START/HOLD button (red) to activate game and begin play.
Throw darts

t5IFEBSUJOEJDBUPSEJTQMBZJTMPDBUFEBCPWFUIFOVNCFSTJOUIF-&%EJTQMBZT
The lights indicate the number of darts thrown in the round.




t8IFOBMMEBSUTIBWFCFFOUISPXO BWPJDFDPNNBOEXJMMJOEJDBUF
i3FNPWF%BSUTwBOEUIFTDPSFXJMMøBTI5IFEBSUTDBOOPXCFSFNPWFE
XJUIPVUBòFDUJOHUIFFMFDUSPOJDTDPSJOH8IFOBMMEBSUTBSFSFNPWFEGSPN
the playing surface press the STARTCVUUPOUPHPUPOFYUQMBZFS7PJDF
command will indicate which player is up. Also, the player indicator lights
will illuminate to show which player’s turn it is.

Display Protective Film:
This electronic dartboard may have a clear film over the entire display area and over the
button area to prevent scratching during shipping. It is recommended that you remove this
öMNTPEJTQMBZJTFBTJFSUPSFBE5PSFNPWF TJNQMZMJGUFEHF QFFMPò BOEEJTDBSE

Game Guard Feature:
After the STARTCVUUPOIBTCFFOQSFTTFEBOEQMBZIBTCFHVO UIF(".&(6"3%GFBUVSF
can be activated. When the button is pressed, all of the keys will ‘lock’. When Game Guard is
BDUJWF BNJTHVJEFEEBSUIJUUJOHBCVUUPOXJMMOPUBòFDUJOHZPVSHBNF5PEFBDUJWBUFUIF(BNF
Guard, simply press the button again and the keys will unlock.

Caring for your Electronic Dartboard:
Never use metal tipped darts on this dartboard.FUBMUJQQFEEBSUTXJMMTFSJPVTMZEBNBHF
the circuitry and electronic operation of this dartboard.
Do not use excessive force when throwing darts. Throwing darts too hard will cause
GSFRVFOUUJQCSFBLBHFBOEDBVTFFYDFTTXFBSPOUIFCPBSE
Turn darts clockwise as you pull them from the board. This makes it easier to remove darts
BOEFYUFOETUIFMJGFPGUIFUJQT
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Do not spill liquids on the dartboard. Do not use spray cleaners, or cleaners that contain
ammonia or other harsh chemicals as they may cause damage.

Digital Play Feature:
5IJTFYDJUJOHGFBUVSFBMMPXTTPMPQMBZFSUPQMBZBHBJOTUUIFDPNQVUFSBUPOFPGöWFEJòFSFOU
levels of skill – only 1 player can compete against the Digital Play competitor. This adds a level
of competition to normally routine practice sessions.
To activate the Digital Play opponent:
Select the Game you wish to play
Press Digital Play button
Select Digital Play opponent skill level by pressing the Digital Play button continually
Digital Play Levels







Level 1
-FWFM
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

(C1)
$ 
(C3)
(C4)
(C5)

Professional
&YQFSU
Advanced
Intermediate
Beginner

Press START to begin play
When play begins:
The ‘human’ player throws first. After 3 darts are thrown, go to the board to take darts out and
press START UPDIBOHFUPUIFOFYUQMBZFS %JHJUBM1MBZ 8BUDIBTUIF%JHJUBM1MBZPQQPOFOUT
dart scores are registered on the display. After the Digital Play opponent completes his round,
the board will automatically reset for the “human” player. Play continues until one player wins.
Good luck!
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Game Menu
G01

301

G15

Double Down

G02

Cricket

G16

Double Down 41

G03

Scram

G17

All fives

G04

Cut throat cricket

G18

Shanghai

(

&OHMJTIDSJDLFU

G06

Advanced cricket

G07

Shooter

(

#JHTJY







(

(PMG

G20

Football

G21

Baseball

(

4UFFQMFDIBTF

G09

Overs

G23

Bowling

G10

Unders

G24

Car rally

G11

Count up

G25

Shove a Penny

G12

High score

G26

Nine dart century

(

3PVOEUIFDMPDL

G14

Killer



(

(SFFOBOE3FE

G28

Gold Hunt

Game Rules
301:
This popular tournament and pub game is played by subtracting each dart from the starting
OVNCFS  VOUJMUIFQMBZFSSFBDIFTFYBDUMZ [FSP *GBQMBZFSHPFTQBTU[FSPJUJTDPOTJEFSFE
Bi#VTUwBOEUIFTDPSFSFUVSOTUPXIFSFJUXBTBUUIFTUBSUPGUIBUSPVOE'PSFYBNQMF JGBQMBZFS
needs a 32 to finish the game and he/she hits a 20, 8, and 10 (totals 38), the score goes back to
GPSUIFOFYUSPVOE
In playing the game, the double in / double out option can be chosen (double out is the most
widely used option).


t%PVCMF*O"EPVCMFNVTUCFIJUCFGPSFQPJOUTBSFTVCUSBDUFEGSPNUIFUPUBM
In other words, a player’s scoring does not begin until a double is hit.



t%PVCMF0VU"EPVCMFNVTUCFIJUUPFOEUIFHBNF5IJTNFBOTUIBUBO
even number is necessary to finish the game.



t%PVCMF*OBOE%PVCMF0VU"EPVCMFJTSFRVJSFEUPTUBSUBOEFOETDPSJOH
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Dart-Out Feature (“01” games only):
This electronic dartboard has a special “Dart Out” feature. When a player requires less than 160
to reach zero, the estimate feature becomes active. The player can press the DART OUT button
UPWJFXUIFEBSUTOFDFTTBSZUPUISPXUPöOJTIUIFHBNF SFBDI[FSPFYBDUMZ %PVCMFTBOEUSJQMFT
are indicated with 2 or 3 lines to the left of each number respectively.
Adjustable Difficulty Settings for 301 include 401, 501, 601, 701, 801, and 901. To change to
UIFTFNPSFEJóDVMUTFUUJOHT TJNQMZQSFTTUIF4&-&$5CVUUPO&BDIPQUJPOJTQMBZFEFYBDUMZBT
PVUMJOFEGPSXJUIUIFFYDFQUJPOPGUIFTUBSUJOHUPUBMIBTTUBSUJOHUPUBMPGQPJOUT
has starting total of 501 points and so on up to 901.

CRICKET:
Cricket is a strategic game for accomplished players and beginners alike. Players throw for
numbers best suited for them and can force opponents to throw for numbers not as suitable for
them. The object of Cricket is to “close” all of the appropriate numbers before one’s opponent
while racking up the highest number of points.
0OMZUIFOVNCFSTUISPVHIBOEUIFJOOFSPVUFSCVMMTFZFBSFVTFE&BDIQMBZFSNVTUIJUB
OVNCFSUJNFTUPiPQFOwUIBUTFHNFOUGPSTDPSJOH 3FGFSUP5PVSOBNFOU$SJDLFU4DPSJOHTFDUJPO
GPSFYQMBOBUJPOPOIPXQMBZFSTNBSLTBSFSFHJTUFSFE "QMBZFSJTUIFOBXBSEFEUIFOVNCFSPG
points of the “open” segment each time he/she throws a dart that lands in that segment,
provided their opponent has not closed that segment. Hitting the double ring counts as two
hits, and the triple ring counts as 3 hits.
Numbers can be opened or closed in any order. A number is “closed” when the other player(s)
hit the open segment 3 times. Once a number has been “closed”, any player for the remainder of
the game can no longer score on it.
Winning - The side closing all the numbers first and accumulating the highest point total is the
winner. If a player “closes” all numbers first but is behind in points, he/she must continue to
score on the “open” numbers. If the player does not make up the point deficit before the
opposing player(s) “closes” all the numbers, the opposing side wins. Play continues until all
segments are closed - the winner is the player with the highest score.
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NO-SCORE CRICKET:

 1SFTT4&-&$5CVUUPOXIFO$SJDLFUJTEJTQMBZFE 

4BNFSVMFTBTTUBOEBSE$SJDLFUFYDFQUUIFSFJTOPQPJOUTDPSJOH5IFPCKFDUPGUIJTWFSTJPOJTUP
be the first to simply “close” all the appropriate numbers (15 through 20 and the bullseye).

SCRAM:

(For 2 players only)

This game is a variation of Cricket. The game consists of two rounds. The players have a
EJòFSFOUPCKFDUJWFJOFBDISPVOE*OSPVOE QMBZFSUSJFTUPiDMPTFw TDPSFIJUTJOFBDI
segment - 15 to 20 and bullseye). During this time, player 2 attempts to rack up as many points
in the segments that the other player has not yet closed. Once player 1 has closed all
segments, round 1 is complete. In round 2, each player’s roles are reversed. Now, player 2 tries
to close all the segments while player 1 goes for points.
The game is over when round 2 is complete (player 2 closes all segments). The player with the
highest point total is the winner.

CUT-THROAT CRICKET:
4BNFCBTJDSVMFTBTTUBOEBSE$SJDLFUFYDFQUPODFTDPSJOHCFHJOT QPJOUTBSFBEEFEUPZPVS
opponent(s) total. The object of this game is to end up with the fewest points. This variation of
$SJDLFUPòFSTBEJòFSFOUQTZDIPMPHZUPUIFQMBZFST3BUIFSUIBOBEEJOHUPZPVSPXOTDPSFBOE
IFMQJOHZPVSPXODBVTFBTJOTUBOEBSE$SJDLFU $VU5ISPBUPòFSTUIFCFOFöUPGSBDLJOHVQQPJOUT
for your opponent(s), digging him in a deeper hole. Competitive players will love this variation!

ENGLISH CRICKET:

(For 2 players only)

This game is another variation of Cricket that requires precision dart throwing. The game
DPOTJTUTPGUXPSPVOET5IFQMBZFSTIBWFBEJòFSFOUPCKFDUJWFJOFBDISPVOE%VSJOHUIFöSTU
round, player 2 attempts to throw bullseyes – with the objective of needing 9 to complete
round 1. Double bull (red center) counts as 2 scores. Any throw that does not hit bullseye is
DSFEJUFEUPQMBZFSTQPJOUUPUBM'PSFYBNQMF JGQMBZFSUISPXTB BTJOHMFCVMMTFZF BOEB
during his/her turn, player 2 will have one bullseye subtracted from the 9 needed, and 27 points
XJMMCFDSFEJUFEUPQMBZFSTQPJOUUPUBM1MBZFSNVTUFYIJCJUBDDVSBUFCVMMTFZFEBSUUISPXJOH
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.FBOXIJMF QMBZFSBUUFNQUTUPTDPSFBTNBOZQPJOUTBTQPTTJCMFEVSJOHUIJTöSTUSPVOE
%PVCMFTBOEUSJQMFTDPVOUYBOEYUIFJSSFTQFDUJWFWBMVFT)PXFWFS UPTDPSFQPJOUT QMBZFS
must score over 40 points in each turn (3 throws) to amass points against player 2. Only those
QPJOUTPWFSBSFDPVOUFEUPXBSEUIFDVNVMBUJWFTDPSF1MBZFSNVTUBMTPFYIJCJUQSFDJTJPO
dart throwing and avoid hitting any bullseyes during this first round because any hits scored by
player 1 in the bullseye area will be subtracted from player 2’s needed total of 9 bullseyes.
Once player 2 reaches the objective of getting 9 bullseyes, the roles are reversed for round two.

ADVANCED CRICKET:
This difficult version of cricket was developed for the advanced player. Players must close
out the segments (20,19,18,17,16,15 and bullseye) by using only triples and doubles! In
UIJTDIBMMFOHJOHHBNF EPVCMFTTFHNFOUTDPVOUBTYUIFOVNCFS BOEUSJQMFTFHNFOUT
DPVOUBTYUIFOVNCFS5IFCVMMTFZFTDPSJOHJTUIFTBNFBTJOTUBOEBSEDSJDLFU5IFöSTU
player to close out the numbers with the most points is the winner.

SHOOTER:
This game tests the players ability to “group together” darts within a segment during each
round of play. The computer will randomly select the segment the players must hit for each
round and display the flashing number in the display.
Scoring is as follows:

Single segment
Double segment
Triple segment
Single Bullseye

=
=
=
=

1 Point
2 Points
3 Points
4 Points

When the computer selects double Bullseye, the outer bull scores 2 points and the inner bull
scores 4 points. The player with the most points at the end of the selected rounds is the winner.
Adjustable Difficulty Settings for Shooter include 6 rounds, 7 rounds, ... 12 rounds.
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Big Six:
This game pits player against player to challenge your opponent to hit the targets you
TFMFDU4JNJMBSUPUIFQPQVMBSCBTLFUCBMMHBNFi)034&w QMBZFSTNVTUFBSOUIFDIBODFPG
QJDLJOHUIFOFYUUBSHFUGPSUIFJSPQQPOFOUCZTDPSJOHBIJUPOUIFDVSSFOUUBSHFUöSTU4JOHMF
6 is the first target to shoot for at the start of the game. Before the game starts, players must
agree on how many ‘lives’ will be used. Within the three throws, player 1 must hit a 6 to
iTBWFwUIFJSMJGF"GUFSUIFDVSSFOUUBSHFUJTIJU UIFOFYUEBSUUISPXOXJMMEFUFSNJOFUIF
opponents target. If player 1 fails to hit the current target within 3 darts, they will lose a ‘life’
BOEBDIBODFUPEFUFSNJOFUIFOFYUUBSHFUGPSQMBZFS*OUIJTDBTF QMBZFSTIPPUTGPSUIF
TJOHMFoBOEJGJUJTIJU IFDBOUISPXGPSBTFHNFOUGPSUIFOFYUSPVOE
Singles, doubles and triples are all separate targets for this game. The object of the game is
to force your opponent into losing ‘lives’ by selecting difficult targets for your opponent to
hit such as “Double Bullseye” or “triple 20” The last player with a ‘life’ left is the winner.
"EKVTUBCMF%JóDVMUZ4FUUJOHTGPS#JH4JYJODMVEFAMJWFT AMJWFT AMJWFT

OVERS:
The object of this game is to simply score higher (“over”) than your previous three dart total
score. Before play begins, players choose the amount of ‘lives’ to be used. When a player fails
to score “over “ their previous three dart total, they will lose one ‘life’. When a player “equals”
UIFQSFWJPVTUISFFEBSUUPUBM BAMJGFXJMMBMTPCFMPTU5IF-&%EJTQMBZPOUIFSJHIUXJMMJOEJDBUF
remaining ‘lives’. The last player with a ‘life’ remaining is the winner.
Adjustable Difficulty Settings for Overs include 3 ‘lives’, 4 ‘lives’, ... 7 ‘lives’.

UNDERS:
This game is the opposite of “Overs” Players must score less (“Under”) than their previous
three dart total. The game begins with 180 (highest total possible). When a player shoots
IJHIFSUIBOIJTQSFWJPVTUISFFEBSUUPUBM IFXJMMMPTFPOFAMJGF&BDIEBSUUIBUIJUTPVUTJEFUIF
scoring area, including bounce outs will be penalized with 6o points added to your score.
5IJTXJMMCFBEEFEBUUIFFOEPGUIFSPVOEXIFOUIF45"35)0-%CVUUPOJTQSFTTFE5IFMBTU
player with a ‘life’ remaining is the winner
Adjustable Difficulty Settings for Unders include 3 ‘lives’, 4 ‘lives’, ... 7 ‘lives’.
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COUNT-UP:
The object of this game is to be the first player to reach the specified point total. Point total is
TQFDJöFEXIFOUIFHBNFJTTFMFDUFE&BDIQMBZFSBUUFNQUTUPTDPSFBTNBOZQPJOUTBTQPTTJCMF
per round. Doubles and triples count 2 or 3 times the numerical value of each segment. For
FYBNQMFBEBSUUIBUMBOETJOUIFUSJQMFTFHNFOUJTTDPSFEBTQPJOUT5IFDVNVMBUJWF
TDPSFTGPSFBDIQMBZFSXJMMCFEJTQMBZFEJOUIF-&%EJTQMBZBTUIFHBNFQSPHSFTTFT
Adjustable Difficulty Settings for Count-Up include 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, and 999. To
DIBOHFUPUIFTFNPSFEJóDVMUTFUUJOHT TJNQMZQSFTTUIF4&-&$5CVUUPO&BDIPQUJPOJTQMBZFE
FYBDUMZBTPVUMJOFEBCPWFXJUIUIFFYDFQUJPOPGUIFUPUBMOFDFTTBSZUPXJOUIFHBNF'PS
FYBNQMF JO$PVOU6Q UIFöSTUQMBZFSUPSFBDIQPJOUTJTUIFXJOOFS

HIGH SCORE:
5IFSVMFTGPSUIJTDPNQFUJUJWFHBNFBSFTJNQMF3BDLVQUIFNPTUQPJOUTJOUISFFSPVOET OJOF
EBSUT UPXJO%PVCMFTBOEUSJQMFTDPVOUBTYBOEYUIBUTFHNFOUTTDPSFSFTQFDUJWFMZ
"EKVTUBCMF%JóDVMUZ4FUUJOHTGPS)JHI4DPSFJODMVEFSPVOET SPVOET SPVOET&BDI
PQUJPOJTQMBZFEFYBDUMZBTPVUMJOFEBCPWFXJUIUIFFYDFQUJPOPGUIFOVNCFSPGSPVOETJOUIF
HBNF'PSFYBNQMF JO)JHI4DPSFSPVOET UIFQMBZFSXJUIUIFNPTUQPJOUTBGUFSSPVOETJT
the winner.

ROUND-THE-CLOCK:
&BDIQMBZFSBUUFNQUTUPTDPSFJOFBDIOVNCFSGSPNUISPVHIBOECVMMTFZFJOPSEFS&BDI
QMBZFSUISPXTEBSUTQFSUVSO*GBDPSSFDUOVNCFSJTIJU IFTIFUSJFTGPSUIFOFYUOVNCFSJO
sequence. The first player to reach 20 is the winner. The display will indicate which segment
you are shooting for. A player must continue shooting for a segment until it is hit. The
EJTQMBZXJMMUIFOJOEJDBUFUIFOFYUTFHNFOUZPVTIPVMETIPPUGPS
5IFSFBSFNBOZEJóDVMUZTFUUJOHTBWBJMBCMFGPSUIJTHBNF&BDIHBNFIBTUIFTBNFSVMFT UIF
EJòFSFODFTBSFEFUBJMFEBTGPMMPXT
t306/%5)&$-0$,(BNFTUBSUTBUTFHNFOUOVNCFS
t306/%5)&$-0$,(BNFTUBSUTBUTFHNFOUOVNCFS
t306/%5)&$-0$,(BNFTUBSUTBUTFHNFOUOVNCFS
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Since this game does not utilize point scoring, the double and triple rings count as
single numbers.
ROUND-THE-CLOCK Double - Player must score a Double in each segment from 1 through
20 in order.
t306/%5)&$-0$,%PVCMF- Game starts at double segment 5
t306/%5)&$-0$,%PVCMF- Game starts at double segment 10
t306/%5)&$-0$,%PVCMF- Game starts at double segment 15
ROUND-THE-CLOCK Triple - Player must score a Triple in each segment
from 1 through 20 in order.
t306/%5)&$-0$,5SJQMFGame starts at triple segment 5
t306/%5)&$-0$,5SJQMFGame starts at triple segment 10
t306/%5)&$-0$,5SJQMFGame starts at triple segment 15

KILLER:
This game will really show who your friends are. The game can be played with as few as
UXPQMBZFST CVUUIFFYDJUFNFOUBOEDIBMMFOHFCVJMETXJUIFWFONPSFQMBZFST5PTUBSU 
FBDIQMBZFSNVTUTFMFDUIJTOVNCFSCZUISPXJOHBEBSUBUUIFUBSHFUBSFB5IF-&%EJTQMBZ
XJMMJOEJDBUFi4&-wBUUIJTQPJOU5IFOVNCFSFBDIQMBZFSHFUTJTIJTBTTJHOFEOVNCFS
throughout the game. No two players can have the same number. Once each player has a
number, the action starts.
Your first objective is to establish yourself as a “Killer” by hitting the double segment of your
number. Once your double is hit, you are a “Killer” for the rest of the game. Now, your
objective is to “kill” your opponents by hitting their segment number until all their “lives”
are lost. The last player to remain with lives is declared the winner. It is not uncommon for
players to “team up” and go after the better player to knock him out of the game.
"EKVTUBCMF%JóDVMUZ4FUUJOHTGPS,JMMFSJODMVEFMJWFT MJWFT MJWFT&BDIPQUJPOJT
QMBZFEFYBDUMZBTPVUMJOFEBCPWFXJUIUIFFYDFQUJPOPGUIFOVNCFSPGMJWFTFBDIQMBZFSIBT
in the game. In addition, for those who really want a challenge, there are three additional
difficulty settings: Doubles 3 lives, Doubles 5 lives, and Doubles 7 lives. In these games, you
can only “Kill” opponents by scoring doubles in their number segment.
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DOUBLE DOWN:
&BDIQMBZFSTUBSUTUIFHBNFXJUIQPJOUT5IFPCKFDUJTUPTDPSFBTNBOZIJUTJOUIFBDUJWF
segment of the current round. The first round, the player must throw for the 15 segment. If no
15’s are hit, his score is cut in half. If some 15’s are hit, each 15 (doubles and triples count) is
BEEFEUPUIFTUBSUJOHUPUBM5IFOFYUSPVOEQMBZFSTUISPXGPSUIF
segment and hits are added to the new cumulative point total. Again, if no hits are registered,
the point total is cut in half.
&BDIQMBZFSUISPXTGPSUIFOVNCFSTBTJOEJDBUFEJOUIFDIBSUCFMPXJOPSEFS UIF-&%TDSFFOXJMM
indicate the active segment in which to throw). The player who completes the game with the
most points is the winner.
15 16 D 17 18 T 19 20 B

TOTAL

Player 1
Player 2

DOUBLE DOWN 41:
This game follows similar rules as standard Double Down as described above with two
FYDFQUJPOT'JSTU JOTUFBEPGHPJOHGSPNUISPVHIBOECVMMTFZF UIFTFRVFODFJTSFWFSTFE
XIJDIXJMMCFJOEJDBUFEPOUIF-&%EJTQMBZ4FDPOE BOBEEJUJPOBMSPVOEJTJODMVEFEUPXBSEUIF
FOEJOXIJDIQMBZFSTNVTUBUUFNQUUPTDPSFUISFFIJUTUIBUBEEVQUPQPJOUT     
% % FUD 5IJTiwSPVOEBEETBOFYUSBMFWFMPGEJóDVMUZUPUIFHBNF3FNFNCFS B
player’s score is cut in half if not successful, so the “41” round presents quite a challenge!
20 19 D 18 17 T 16 15 41 B

TOTAL

Player 1
Player 2

ALL FIVES - 51:
The entire board is in-play for this game (all segments are active). With each round (of 3 darts)
FBDIQMBZFSIBTUPTDPSFBUPUBMXIJDIJTEJWJTJCMFCZ&WFSZiöWFwDPVOUTBTPOFQPJOU'PS
FYBNQMF  4JODFJTEJWJTJCMFCZöWFT UIJTQMBZFSTDPSFTQPJOUT Y 
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If a player throws 3 darts that are not divisible by 5, no points are given. Also, the last dart of
each round must land in a segment. If a player throws the third dart and it lands in the catch
ring area (or misses the board completely), he earns no points even if the first two darts are
divisible by 5. This prevents a player from “tanking” the third throw if his first two are good. The
öSTUQMBZFSUPUPUBMöGUZPOF  iöWFTwJTUIFXJOOFS5IF-&%TDSFFOXJMMLFFQUSBDLPGUIFQPJOU
totals.
"EKVTUBCMF%JóDVMUZ4FUUJOHTGPS"MM'JWFTJODMVEF    BOE&BDIPQUJPOJTQMBZFE
FYBDUMZBTPVUMJOFEBCPWFXJUIUIFFYDFQUJPOPGUIFOVNCFSPGQPJOUT PSöWFT JUUBLFTUPXJO
the game.

SHANGHAI - 1:
&BDIQMBZFSNVTUQSPHSFTTBSPVOEUIFCPBSEGSPNUISPVHIJOPSEFS1MBZFSTTUBSUBUOVNCFS
1 and throw 3 darts. The object is to score the most points possible in each round of 3 darts.
Doubles and triples count toward your score. The player with the highest score after
completing all twenty segments is the winner.
Adjustable Difficulty Settings for Shanghai include the following options:
t4)"/()"*(BNFTUBSUTBUTFHNFOU
t4)"/()"*(BNFTUBSUTBUTFHNFOU
t4)"/()"*(BNFTUBSUTBUTFHNFOU
*OBEEJUJPO XFBEEFE4VQFS4IBOHIBJBTBEJóDVMUZPQUJPO5IJTHBNFJTQMBZFEFYBDUMZBT
EFTDSJCFEBCPWFFYDFQUWBSJPVTEPVCMFTBOEUSJQMFTNVTUCFIJUBTTQFDJöFECZUIF-&%EJTQMBZ
Adjustable Difficulty Settings for Super Shanghai include the following options:
t461&34)"/()"*(BNFTUBSUTBUTFHNFOU
t461&34)"/()"*(BNFTUBSUTBUTFHNFOU
t461&34)"/()"*(BNFTUBSUTBUTFHNFOU

GOLF:
This is a dartboard simulation of the game golf (but you don’t need clubs to play). The object is
to complete a round of 9 through 18 “holes” with the lowest score possible. The Championship
“course” consists of all par 3 holes making par 27 for a nine hole round or 54 for a round of 18.
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The segments 1 through 18 are used with each number representing a “hole.” You must
TDPSFIJUTJOFBDIIPMFUPNPWFUPUIFOFYUIPMF0CWJPVTMZ EPVCMFBOEUSJQMFTBòFDUZPVS
TDPSFBTUIFZBMMPXZPVUPöOJTIBIPMFXJUIGFXFSTUSPLFT'PSFYBNQMF UISPXJOHBUSJQMFPO
the first shot of a hole it is counted as an “eagle” and that player gets a completes that hole
with 1 “stroke.”
Note: The active player continues to throw darts until he “holes out” (scores 3 hits on the
current hole). The voice announcer will indicate the player that is up - listen carefully to
avoid shooting out of sequence. By the way, there are no “gimmes” in this game!

FOOTBALL:
Strap your helmet on for this game! The first thing necessary is to select each player’s “playing
field.” This can be done by throwing a dart or by manually pressing a segment on the board by
each player. This is entirely up to you, but whichever segment is selected becomes your
starting point which carries through the bullseye and directly across to the other side of the
bullseye (see diagram).
'PSFYBNQMF JGZPVTFMFDUUIFTFHNFOU ZPVTUBSUPOUIFEPVCMF PVUFSSJOH BOE
continue all the way through to the double 3. The “field” is made up of 11 individual segments
BOENVTUCFIJUJOPSEFS4P LFFQJOHXJUIUIFFYBNQMFBCPWF ZPVNVTUUISPXEBSUTJOUIF
following segments in this order:
Double 20 ... Outer Single 20 ... Triple 20 ... Inner Single 20 ... Outer Bullseye ... Inner Bullseye ...
Outer Bullseye ... Inner Single 3 ... Triple 3 ... Outer Single 3 ... and finally a Double 3.
5IF'JSTUQMBZFSUPiTDPSFwJTUIFXJOOFS5IF-&%EJTQMBZXJMMLFFQUSBDLPGZPVSQSPHSFTTBOE
JOEJDBUFUIFTFHNFOUZPVOFFEUPUISPXGPSOFYU

BASEBALL – 6 Innings:
This dartboard version of baseball takes a great deal of skill. As in the real game, a complete
HBNFDPOTJTUTPGJOOJOHT&BDIQMBZFSUISPXTEBSUTQFSiJOOJOHw
The field is laid out as shown in the diagram on the following page.
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Double

4FHNFOU 
Singles segments
Doubles segment
Triples segment
#VMMTFZF 

3FTVMU
“Single” - one base
“Double” - two bases
“Triple” - Three bases
i)PNF3VOw DBOPOMZ
be attempted on third
dart of each round)

Single
Triple

Single

)PNF3VO
3rd Dart Only

The object of the game is to score as many runs as possible each inning. The player with the
most runs at the end of the game is the winner.

STEEPLECHASE:
The object of this game is to be the first player to finish the “race” by being the first to
complete the “track.” The track starts at the 20 segment and runs clockwise around the board
to the 5 segment and ends with a bullseye. Sounds easy right? What has not yet been
specified is that you must hit the inner single segment of each number to get through the
course. This is the area between the bullseye and the triples ring. And, as with a real
steeplechase, there are obstacles throughout the course to hurdle. The four hurdles are found
at the following places:
tTUGFODF5SJQMF
tSEGFODF5SJQMF




tOEGFODF5SJQMF
tUIGFODF5SJQMF

The first player to complete the course and hit the bullseye wins the race.

BOWLING:
This dartboard adaptation of bowling is a real challenge! It is a difficult game in that you must
be very accurate to rack up a decent score. Player one starts the game. You must select your
“alley” by either throwing dart or manually pressing segment of choice. Once alley is selected,
ZPVIBWFSFNBJOJOHEBSUTUPUISPXJOXIJDIUPTDPSFQPJOUTPSiQJOTw&BDITQFDJöDTFHNFOU
in your “alley” is worth a given pin total:
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Segment
Double
Outer Single
Triple
Inner Single

Score
9 pins
3 pins
10 pins
7 pins

9
3
10
7

There are several rules for this game as follows:
A perfect game score would be 200 in this version of bowling
You cannot hit the same singles segment twice within the same “frame” (round). The second
hit will count as zero points. Hint: Try to hit each single to reach 10 points in the frame.
You can score 20 points per “frame” by hitting the triple segment twice.
Hitting the double segment with your second dart will only count as 10 points if you scored a
double on your first throw. Otherwise you will score a total of 9 points by throwing a double
with your second dart.

CAR RALLYING:
5IJTHBNFJTTJNJMBSUPTUFFQMFDIBTFFYDFQUXFMFUZPVTFUVQZPVSPXOiSBDFUSBDLw:PVDBO
set up as many obstacles as you wish. The track must be 20 lengths long.
#FGPSFUIFHBNFTUBSUT UIF-&%EJTQMBZXJMMQSPNQUZPVUPTFMFDUUIFDPVSTF i4&-w 1MBZFST
should alternate selecting segments by pressing on the specific segment of your
DIPJDF/PUF:PVXJMMIBWFUPIJUUIFFYBDUTFHNFOUZPVTFMFDUFEUPNPWFPOEVSJOHUIF
race. If you choose inner single 20, that inner single area will need to be hit during the race.
5IF-&%EJTQMBZXJMMJOEJDBUFJOOFSTJOHMFXJUIBMJOFOFYUUPUIFCPUUPNPGUIF BOPVUFS
TJOHMFJTTIPXOXJUIBMJOFOFYUUPUIFUPQQPSUJPOPGUIF
Obstacles usually comprise hitting a difficult number before continuing on the racetrack.
Again, the route can be made as difficult or easy as you wish and can go anywhere on the
target area of the board.
"GUFSUIFUSBDLJTTFMFDUFE QSFTT45"35UPCFHJOUIFSBDF5IFöSTUQMBZFSUPDPNQMFUFUIF
course is the winner.
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SHOVE A PENNY:
Only the numbers 15 through 20 and the bullseye are used. Singles are worth 1 point,
EPVCMFTBSFXPSUI BOEUSJQMFTBSFXPSUIQPJOUT&BDIQMBZFSNVTUUISPXGPSUIFOVNCFST
JOPSEFSXJUIUIFPCKFDUJWFPGTDPSJOHQPJOUTJOFBDITFHNFOUUPNPWFPOUPUIFOFYU*GB
QMBZFSTDPSFTNPSFUIBOQPJOUTJOBOZPOFOVNCFS UIFFYDFTTQPJOUTBSFHJWFOUPUIFOFYU
player. The first player to score 3 points in all segments (15 - 20 and bull) is the winner.

NINE-DART CENTURY:
The object of this game is to attempt to score 100 points, or come as close as possible, after 3
SPVOET EBSUT %PVCMFTBOEUSJQMFTDPVOUBTYBOEYUIFJSWBMVFSFTQFDUJWFMZ(PJOHPWFS
100 points is considered a “bust” and causes you to lose unless all players go over. In that
case, the player closest to 100 wins (player that scored the lowest amount over 100.

GREEN VS. RED:

(2 players only)

5IJTHBNFJTBSBDFBSPVOEUIFCPBSE XIFSFTLJMMBUIJUUJOHEPVCMFTBOEUSJQMFTQBZTPòXJUI
victory. Player 1 is “green” and player 2 is “red.” Player 1 shoots for only doubles and triples that
are green and works around the board clockwise. Player 2 starts at 20 and works around the
board counter-clockwise, shooting for red segments (the temporary score display will indicate
XIJDITFHNFOUUPUISPXGPS /PUFBNBYJNVNPGPOFEPVCMFBOEPOFUSJQMFPGUIFTBNF
number can be scored in a single round.
What’s more, hitting the wrong number (of your opponent’s color) subtracts that amount from
your score - so be careful.
The player with the most points after completion of the game is the winner.

GOLD HUNTING:
The object of this game is to find “gold.” You collect gold for each 50 points. Gold is only
DPMMFDUFEPOMZJGZPVSTDPSFJTFYBDUMZPSBNVMUJQMFPG   FUD BUBOZQPJOUEVSJOHB
round. However, since “gold” can make a person greedy, not only do you collect gold for every
multiple of 50, you also steal 1 gold from all other players. Therefore, as you collect a gold, you
take 1 gold from all other players who have gold.
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CASINO A - FLUSH :
This game, inspired by casino play, tests your nerve and skill as you gamble points to defeat
your opponent. The object of the game is to be the first player to reach the designated
point total.
5IFFOEHBNFQPJOUUPUBMDBOCFDIBOHFECZQSFTTJOHUIF4&-&$5CVUUPO"WBJMBCMF
PQUJPOTJODMVEF      BOE1SFTT45"35CVUUPOBOEZPVSFSFBEZ
to go.
The dartboard will indicate the number you must throw for. The default “bet” is 10 points.
However, each player can increase his bet at the start of each round to 20, 30, 40, … 90
points. Players usually wager high when a number appears they are confident in hitting. To
DIBOHFZPVSCFU BUTUBSUPGBSPVOE QSFTTUIF#06/$&065CVUUPO:PVSOFXCFUXJMMCF
JOEJDBUFEJOUIFEJTQMBZ GPSFYBNQMF wCiXJMMBQQFBSUPJOEJDBUFBCFUPGQPJOUT 5IF
bet will automatically revert to 10 points at the start of each round.
To “cash in” on your bet, you need to hit the indicated number segment. Hitting a single on
the first throw is a “push” and does not score points. However throwing a double or triple of
UIFDPSSFDUTFHNFOUPOUIFöSTUUISPXDPVOUTBTYBOEYZPVSCFUSFTQFDUJWFMZ:PVSOFYU
UXPEBSUTJOUIFSPVOEDPVOUBTY Y BOEYZPVSCFUGPSBTJOHMF EPVCMF PSUSJQMF5IF
segment scoring display will light to indicate the number of successful hits you have
registered. Failing to hit the active segment in a round costs you the value of the bet you
selected at the start of the round.
The first player to reach the designated point total is the winner.

CASINO B - STRAIGHT :
This game, while similar to Casino A, has an added element of play. Again, the object of the
game is to be the first player to reach the designated point total.
5IFFOEHBNFQPJOUUPUBMDBOCFDIBOHFECZQSFTTJOHUIF4&-&$5CVUUPO"WBJMBCMFPQUJPOT
JODMVEF      BOE1SFTT45"35CVUUPOBOEZPVSFSFBEZUPHP
The dartboard will indicate the number you must throw for. The default “bet” is 10 points.
However, each player can increase his bet at the start of each round to 20, 30, 40, … 90
points. Players usually wager high when a number appears they are confident in hitting.
5PDIBOHFZPVSCFU BUTUBSUPGBSPVOE QSFTTUIF#06/$&065CVUUPO
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:PVSOFXCFUXJMMCFJOEJDBUFEJOUIFEJTQMBZ GPSFYBNQMF iCiXJMMBQQFBSUPJOEJDBUFBCFU
of 20 points). The bet will automatically revert to 10 points at the start of each round.
To “cash in” on your bet, you need to hit the indicated number segment. Hitting a single on
the first throw is a “push” and does not score points. However throwing a double or triple of
UIFDPSSFDUTFHNFOUPOUIFöSTUUISPXDPVOUTBTYBOEYZPVSCFUSFTQFDUJWFMZ5IJTJT
where the new element comes into play. Instead of throwing for the same segment during
FBDISPVOE ZPVSTFRVFODFJTUPTQBOBDSPTTUIFUBSHFUBSFB'PSFYBNQMF JGUIFEJTQMBZ
indicated to throw for segment 1, you attempt to throw for segment 1, followed by a
bullseye, followed by segment 19. The temporary score display will indicate segment to aim
for after each throw.
:PVSOFYUUXPEBSUTJOUIFSPVOEDPVOUBTY Y BOEYZPVSCFUGPSBTJOHMF EPVCMF PS
triple (bullseye segment has no triple area). The segment scoring display will light to
indicate the number of successful hits you have registered. Failing to hit the active segment
in a round costs you the value of the bet you selected at the start of the round.
The first player to reach the designated point total is the winner.

CASINO C - 3-STAR:
This version of Casino is very difficult, as you need to score at least 3 hits in the active
segment during each round to score points. Again, the object of the game is to be the first
player to reach the designated point total.
The end-game point total can be changed, as with the other versions, by pressing the
4&-&$5CVUUPO"WBJMBCMFPQUJPOTJODMVEF      BOE1SFTT45"35
button and you’re ready to go.
Only the segments 15 through 20 and bullseye are active in this game. The segment scoring
display will be lit at the start of each round. The default “bet” is 10 points. However, each
player can increase his bet at the start of each round to 20, 30, 40, … 90 points. Players
usually wager high when a number appears they are confident in hitting.
To change your bet (at start of a round) press the BOUNCE OUT button. Your new bet will be
JOEJDBUFEJOUIFEJTQMBZ GPSFYBNQMF ib20“ will appear to indicate a bet of 20 points). The
bet will automatically revert to 10 points at the start of each round.
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To “cash in” on your bet, you need to hit an active segment (15 - 20 and bullseye) 3 times or
score a triple “opens’ the segment for scoring and that player receives 3 times the value of
his bet. Doubles and triples count as 2 and 3 hits respectively. Failing to hit a segment 3
times forces that player to lose the value of his bet. Also, hits within segments are not
DBSSJFEPWFSUPUIFOFYUSPVOE
The first player to reach the designated point total is the winner.

ELIMINATION:
5IFPCKFDUPGUIFHBNFJTUPi&MJNJOBUFwZPVSPQQPOFOUT5IFSVMFTBSFWFSZTJNQMF&BDI
QMBZFSNVTUTDPSFIJHIFSUPUBMQPJOUTXJUIEBSUTUIBOUIFPQQPOFOUCFGPSFUIFN&BDI
player starts with 3 lives. If the player fails to score higher total points than the previous
opponents score, they lose one life. Tie scores will also result in a lost life. The winner is the
last player with lives remaining. Press the SELECT button before starting to play with 4 or 5
lives per player.

Horseshoes:
This 2 -player game uses only the 20 and 3 segments to represent the two horseshoe pits.
Player 1 will shoot at the 20 segment and Player 2 will shoot at the 3 segment.
Scoring is cumulated per round.

First player to score 15 points is the winner.

Scoring is as follows:
53*1-&3*/(3JOHFSQPJOUT
%06#-&3*/(-FBOFSQPJOUT
*//&34&(.&/5 4NBMM QPJOU
Scores will only count for the player or team with the most points in that round. For
FYBNQMF JGQMBZFSTDPSFTQPJOUTBOEQMBZFSTDPSFTQPJOU POMZQMBZFSXJMMBXBSEFE
QPJOUTGPSUIBUSPVOE3PVOETDPOUJOVFVOUJMQPJOUTBSFTDPSFE
Adjustable Difficulty Settings for Horseshoes include games from 15- 25 points. Press the
SELECT button before starting the game for these variations.
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BATTLEGROUND:
In this 2-player game, the dartboard is a battleground divided into two halves. The first
player to hit all of the opposing segments (armies) wins the game. Segments do not have to
be hit in order.
Player 1 is the “TOP” army and shoots darts at the bottom sections of the board.
Player 1 needs to hit bottom segments (6, 10, 15, 2, 17, 3, 19, 7, 16, 8)
1MBZFSJTUIFi#0550.wBSNZBOETIPPUTGPSUIFUPQTFDUJPOPGUIFEBSUCPBSE
Player 2 needs to hit top segments (11, 14, 9, 12, 5, 20, 1, 18, 4, 13)
If a player shoots and hits their own side of the dartboard (army) they lose that army.
Adjustable difficulty settings are as follows:
BATTLEGROUND DOUBLES:
Players shoot for double segments only to eliminate opponent’s armies
BATTLEGROUND TRIPLES:
Players shoot for triple segments only to eliminate opponent’s armies
BATTLEGROUND with GENERALS:
This variation of the game includes one more obstacle to accomplish to win the game.
Players must capture the “general” after all segments (armies) have been hit to win the game.
One hit on the bullseye will capture the general. Hits to the bullseye will not count if all
segments are not first closed.

BATTLEGROUND Scoreboard:
The top cricket scoring display on the dartboard shows player 1’s army segments. Player 2’s
BSNZTFHNFOUTBSFJOUIFTFDPOESPX&BDIUJNFBTFHNFOUJTIJU UIFDPSSFTQPOEJOHMJHIU
XJMMTIVUPò'PMMPXUIFTDPSFCPBSECFMPXUPLFFQUSBDLPGXIJDITFHNFOUTZPVOFFEUPIJU
to win.
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Important Notes
Stuck Segment:
Occasionally, a dart will cause a segment to become wedged within the segment separator
web. If this happens, all play will be suspended and the scoring display will indicate the
segment number that is stuck.
To free the segment, simply remove the dart or broken tip from the segment. If the problem is
still not solved, try wiggling the segment until it is loose. The game will then resume where it
MFGUPò

Cleaning Your Electronic Dartboard:
Your electronic dartboard will provide many hours of competition if cared for properly.
3FHVMBSEVTUJOHPGUIFDBCJOFUJTSFDPNNFOEFEVTJOHBEBNQDMPUI"NJMEEFUFSHFOUDBOCF
used if necessary. The use of abrasive cleaners or cleaners that contain ammonia may cause
damage and should not be used. Avoid spilling liquid onto the target area since it can result in
permanent damage.

$)"/(&403.0%*'*$"5*0/4/05&913&44-:"11307&%#:5)&1"35:3&410/4*#-&'03$0.1-*"/$&
$06-%70*%5)&64&3h4"65)03*5:5001&3"5&5)&&26*1.&/5
/05&5)&&26*1.&/5)"4#&&/5&45&%"/%'06/%50$0.1-:8*5)5)&-*.*54'03"$-"44#%*(*5"-
%&7*$&16346"/5501"350'5)&'$$36-&45)&4&-*.*54"3&%&4*(/&%501307*%&3&"40/"#-&
1305&$5*0/"("*/45)"3.'6-*/5&3'&3&/$&*/"3&4*%&/5*"-*/45"--"5*0/5)&&26*1.&/5(&/&3"5&4 
64&4"/%$"/3"%*"5&3"%*0'3&26&/$:&/&3(:"/% *'/05*/45"--&%"/%64&%*/"$$03%"/$&8*5)
5)&*/4536$5*0/4 .":$"64&)"3.'6-*/5&3'&3&/$&503"%*0$0..6/*$"5*0/4)08&7&3 5)&3&*4
/0(6"3"/5&&5)"5*/5&3'&3&/$&8*--/050$$63*/"1"35*$6-"3*/45"--"5*0/*'5)*4&26*1.&/5
%0&4$"64&)"3.'6-*/5&3'&3&/$&503"%*0035&-&7*4*0/3&$&15*0/8)*$)$"/#&%&5&3.*/&%#:
563/*/(5)&&26*1.&/50''"/%0/ 64&3*4&/$063"(&%5053:50$033&$55)&*/5&3'&3&/$&#:0/&
03.03&0'5)&'0--08*/(.&"463&4
3&03*&/5033&-0$"5&5)&3&$&*7*/("/5&//"
*/$3&"4&5)&4&1"3"5*0/#&58&&/5)&&26*1.&/5"/%3&$&*7&3
$0//&$55)&&26*1.&/5*/50"/065-&50/"$*3$6*5%*''&3&/5
'30.5)"5508)*$)5)&3&$&*7&3*4$0//&$5&%
$0/46-55)&%&"-&303"/&91&3*&/$&3"%*0575&$)/*$*"/'03)&-1
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